


It is with mixed feelings that I write this message, as it will be my last as Controller of the
Royal Australian Mint. In accordance with my long-standing plans, I shall be retiring in late
July, but I must say that I leave the Mint with a good deal of regret. To explain to you, as a
valued member of the numismatic community that we serve, why this is so, I am exercising
my editorial rights for the last time!

Basically I regret leaving for the best of reasons – namely that the Controller of the Royal
Australian Mint is without question the best job I have ever had in my many years of
employment in the Commonwealth, State government, the private sector and overseas.

But what makes it so good, you may ask – after all, isn’t it just another public service executive
job?  Absolutely not – it is very different from other public service jobs, because the Mint is very
different from other public service organisations. Although the Mint is an arm of the Treasury,
it receives no direct Budget funding and has to operate as a business unit with profit and return
on investment objectives.  This would be enough to make it a fascinating and challenging
enterprise, but there is even more to it than that.  Opening the 22nd Mint Directors Conference
in Osaka earlier this year, Finance Minister Masajuro Shiokawa of the Government of Japan
said :

‘Coinage is not just a medium of exchange, but is also an important vehicle for the expression
of a nation’s culture, history and identity in a form accessible to everyone in the community…
and the people must love their coin’.

As Australia’s national mint, therefore, RAM has an important part to play in the cultural life
of our nation. The people who work in RAM feel this keenly, and with pride.
The last five years have been very challenging for the Mint.  We have made plenty of mistakes,
and hopefully learned from them. We have also done some wonderful things and produced
some stunning collector coins that will bring lasting pleasure to those lucky and discerning
enough to have obtained them.  I have been proud to lead the Royal Australian Mint through
this period of intense effort, and will support its role and endeavours in the future with
heightened appreciation and with great affection.

Graeme Moffatt



This beautiful set of proof coins commemorates four of the European
vessels that were amongst the first to sail the waters around the
Australian mainland  many centuries ago. The set features four
coins and has a limited mintage of only 10 000. One can only
marvel at the courage of the men who undertook voyages
with little or no technology to guide or help them as they
sailed into unknown and unchartered waters,  in  tiny vessels.

The first vessel depicted in this set is the Dutch square-rigger the
Duyfken which under the captaincy of Willem Janszoon was the
first European vessel to record the sighting of the Australian land
mass and sailed along what was later to become known as Cape
York Peninsula. The second ship celebrated is the Endeavour,
sailing under Captain James Cook. The Sirius is the third
sailing ship in this set - the flagship of the 11 ship flotilla, the
First Fleet, that under the command of Captain Arthur Phillip
arrived in Port Jackson in 1788 with its pitiful convict cargo and
their guardians. The fourth vessel commemorated is the HMS
Investigator, which 200 years ago began the first circumnavigation
of  the Australian  mainland.

                                                                                 The proof coins in this  beautiful set
                                                                                            are standard Crown size and pure
                                                                                            silver.  The ships that grace these
                                                                                            intricately designed coins all left

                                                                                their mark on the future of this
          nation, either in discovery or by

                                                                                         ushering in the settlement of Australia.

Nominal Specifications
  Denomination Mass (grams)   Metal           Diameter   Finish    Designer
  $5.00                 36.31           Pure Silver    38.74        Proof     Vladimir Gottwald
  Mintage 10 000 sets



Every Australian State and
 Territory has its own unique
  floral emblem and over the last
   7 years one of these have been
   featured on the Australian Floral Emblems
   Series. This year the focus turns to the floral emblem of the
   Northern Territory - Sturt’s Desert Rose. In both its common and
   botanical names, Sturt’s Desert Rose (Gossypium sturtianum)
  honours its discoverer, the inland explorer Captain Charles Sturt.

 Adopted as the floral emblem of the Northern Territory in 1974, it
 grows in rocky soil and stony slopes of dry creek beds throughout
 arid regions of Australia. The Desert Rose blooms in winter and  bears
a resemblance to the hibiscus, with mauve petals that turn to a deep red
at the base. It can readily be grown from seed in a sunny, well-drained
position.

Denomination   Mass                   Metal     Mintage   Diameter       Finish
 $150  1/2 Troy Ounce    24 ct Gold     1,500       30.00 mm     Proof
 $100             1/3 Troy Ounce    24 ct Gold     2,500       25.00 mm     Proof
 $100             1/3 Troy Ounce    24 ct Gold     3,000       25.00 mm     Unc

Nominal specifications



Price incl GST:
$150 Proof - $580.85
$100 Proof - $350.34
$100 Uncirculated - $260.44
Lapel Badge - $14.95

As usual there are three coins in this year’s issue: the half troy ounce proof
coin that comes in a Tasmanian Blackwood presentation case,
the one-third troy ounce proof coin and the same size,
uncirculated version.  Both of these versions come housed
in burgundy coloured presentation cases and all three are
presented in tastefully designed outer boxes.

These beautifully designed coins are the second last of the
9-year series of Floral Emblems of Australia coins.

The Mint reserves the right to alter the prices of these coins without prior notice.



The  passing of Queen Elizabeth, the Queen
Mother has saddened many Australians, as she
was a constant point of reference to so many
in an ever-changing world. Her life spanned
three centuries and the whole period of
Australia’s Federation.
The Mint has produced a tribute to her that
is in essence very Australian. As Duchess
of York, together with the then  Duke of

York (later King George VI), she travelled to
Australia for the opening of Parliament

House in Canberra on 9 May 1927.  The coin
depicts the Queen Mother as a young woman full

of life and vitality and the design is based on a
photograph of the Duchess attending the Adelaide Cup

at the Morphettville Race Course, South Australia, in May 1927. Surrounding the central image of the
Queen Mother is a circle of ‘Elizabeth of Glamis’ rose blooms intertwined with wattle blossoms.
The Mint specially commissioned Stuart Devlin to design this coin. He was the designer of the ‘Royal Ladies’ Set (long sold out
from the Mint) and to obtain the portrait for the ‘Royal Ladies’ Set he photographed the Queen Mother at Buckingham Palace
and followed it up with two sittings at Clarence House. The obverse design differs from the current proof coins in that the
Queen’s tiara and earings have a polished finish.

 The $5 coin is accompanied by a 16 page  booklet on her life.

Nominal Specifications

Price incl GST: $45.00

Denomination   Metal                 Mass          Diameter (mm)      Mintage       Finish      Designer
$5   Ag (99.9%)       One Troy Ounce     40.00    30,000        Proof      Stuart Devlin



Australia’s gold and silver Accession Set is limited to only 2002 sets. The gold coin, with the
ghosted image of the late King George VI and the crown positioned between the images of
the deceased King and the young Queen, is a design that is highly
symbolic and portrays the accession in one of the most artistic treatments
of many of the accession coins being issued around the world. This set
commemorates an important part of our history and is ‘a must’ for
collectors.

The proof silver coin has been immensely popular both in Australia and
overseas. Already over sixty percent of the mintage has been sold so you
should secure your coin now if you have not already done so. The modern
design of the silver coin is very different from that of the gold coin - with
 its traditional design.

Nominal Specifications
Denomination   Mass (grams)      Diameter (mm)  Metal     Designer     Mintage
    $100               One Troy Ounce  34.00                  24ct Gold (99.99%)   Peter Soobik    2002 sets
    50c                 18.24                   31.51                   Fine Silver (99.9%)   Peter Soobik    17 500

Price incl GST:
Set - $1295.00
Silver - $60.00



Nominal Specifications
           Coin               Centre                Inner Ring         Outer Ring

Metal          Au (99.99%)       Ag (99.9%)       Cu
Denomination $50
Diameter 38.74              13.10            13.25 & 26.85    27.00 & 38.74
Mass (grams) 36.51                7.80        13.39                 15.32
Designer Wojciech Pietranik
Mintage 5000

Price incl GST: $435.00

To celebrate the participation of Australia’s athletes  in the XVII
Commonwealth Games, the Royal Australian Mint has released a
      series of five coins in a range of metals and packaging.  Something
      for everyone!

              An appropriate ‘first’ to celebrate the Commonwealth Games
                             is Australia’s first trimetal coin. The three metal coin
                                has a centre of fine gold, an inner ring of pure silver
                                  and a pure copper outer ring. These different rings

represent the colours of the winners’ medals. With
          the mintage of only 5000, and a price of $435.00
                                  this $50 face value coin is certain to sell fast.

                   The second proof coin is pure silver with a $5 face
                             value and depicts five athletes standing above a

    laurel wreath with arms raised in triumph to form a
 stylised crown. This beautiful coin is issued with a

limited mintage of only 15 000 coins and comes in a
          metallic presentation case.



Completing the series
is a set of three
aluminium zinc bronze
coins that depict the
logo of the Australian Commonwealth Games
Association in pad-printed blue on one coin and
symbolic  references to the 17 sports that will be
contested on the other two coins. The designs on
these two coins show

            athletes’ arms holding items of sporting
  equipment used in the 17 major sports

                                                                                     of the Games.

     This three coin set in its
          presentation case and special

                                  colourful outer box retails for
                                                                                                     $38.50. The worldwide

                     mintage is limited to 20,000
                              sets.

   Denomination       $5
   Metal        Ag (99.9%)
   Mass (grams)        36.31
   Diameter (mm)     38.74
   Finish        Proof
   Mintage        15 000
   Designer      Wojciech Pietranik

   Denomination        $5
   Metal          Al/Zn/Bronze
   Mass (grams)          20.00
   Diameter (mm)       38.74
   Finish          Uncirculated
   Mintage          20 000
   Designer         Wojciech Pietranik

Price incl GST:
$60.00

Price incl GST
$38.50



                This set of Australian coins is designed specifically to be a gift that will
                  commemorate weddings in 2002 and in the years ahead the set can become
                one of the family’s heirlooms.  Special packaging complements the Gem
           Uncirculated coins which feature the standard 2002 designs including the Year of
the Outback designs on the $1 and 50c pieces.

Brolgas, those wonderful dancers of Australia’s plains, have been chosen to adorn the
  outer packaging and the gift card, because of their lifelong attachment to the same
  partner and their longevity which is believed to be some 75 or 80 years.

So if you are shopping for something really different for the wedding of a person close to
you, then this could be just the gift you have been looking for.

Metal                                  Cupro Nickel      Al/Bronze

Denomination     5c          10c        20c       50c           $1            $2

Mass (grams)         2.83      5.65     11.30     15.55      9.00        6.60

Diameter (mm) 19.41 23.60 28.52 31.51 25.00 20.50

Finish Gem Uncirculated

Price incl GST - $69.50



The Six Coin Proof Set with the $1 design in colour and the Six Coin Uncirculated
Set are again proving popular with collectors. They are also excellent gifts for
friends and visitors to Australia. The $1 Fine Silver
Proof coin with the Outback logo struck on it is also being snapped up
by collectors.

At a price everyone can
                     afford, the Mintmark coins
                   continue to be available. If
                   you have the ‘C’ (Canberra)
                 mintmark and the ‘S’ (Sydney)
              mintmark which was offered in

the May Mint Issue we are now
        releasing the ‘B (Brisbane) mintmark.
     All the mintmarks are struck on the $1
   Year of the Outback coin.

Price incl GST:
Proof Set - $73.76
Uncirculated Set - $22.70
$1 Silver Proof - $34.20
$1 Mintmark -   $2.50

Show your support for our Outback by wearing this
 special Outback lapel badge produced by the Mint.



 Sixty years ago, Australians faced grave dangers
   as the battles of the Second World War
         reached our shores. So many vital, well-

                        known and many less well-known
                           battles took place in the various
                            theatres of war in 1942.

     To salute our servicemen and women,
                            the Mint has chosen the little-known

              Battle of Sunda Strait. The support and
            assistance from the USA helped Australia
        weather the storms close to home. This was

               highlighted with this particular battle where the
HMAS  Perth and USS Houston together, faced an overwhelming
battle-fleet of Japanese vessels the outcome of which was inevitable. Both
Allied vessels sank within a short time of each other. Those seamen that survived faced

              prisoner of war camps and terrible forced labour conditions and only a few
  returned to their families.

                             On the 60th anniversary of the battle, 1 March 2002, a number of these
                                  coins were placed on both the wrecks of the USS Houston and HMAS
                                     Perth, together with wreaths. In Perth, 8 survivors, widows and their

                           families, were honoured by the City Council, the Australian and US
                                        Navy and the Mint, with a launch of these coins. Australia’s
                                        Assistant Naval Attaché announced the release of the coins in the
                                       US on the deck of the USS Texas in Houston.

Denomination $5    $5
Finish Uncirculated    Proof
Metal Centre: Al/Bronze    Al/Bronze

Outer: Stainless steel
Mass (grams) 10.60    28.00
Diameter 28.00    38.74
Designer Vladimir Gottwald

Nominal Specifications Bimetallic    Al/Br

Price incl GST:
Proof - $35.00
Bimetallic -  $5.00



                       A wonderful memento of a baby’s birth and
                    something that will become an heirloom in time to
       come. If you or someone in your family is expecting a
      baby, or if you have friends who

     are, this is a very special gift
    to give.

This is the tenth year of issue
                                     of this silver coin series

                           and it is also the second
       year that we have

                            included an Aboriginal
       design of the kangaroo on
     this coin. This design is by the well-

                                   known artist, Mark Nodea, of Warmun
                                 (Turkey Creek) WA. The coin is available in

        both proof and frosted uncirculated finishes.

Price incl GST:
Proof - $89.50
Uncirculated - $29.33

Price incl GST:
Proof       - $48.00
Frosted Uncirculated    -$21.67



The international MINT DIRECTORS CONFERENCE
Osaka, April 2002

The profile of Australia’s national mint, the Royal Australian Mint
was once again at a very high level amongst the international
minting community. In 2000 the Mint hosted the Mint Directors
Conference in Canberra and in 2002, Graeme Moffatt, Controller

of the Mint as President of the 22nd Mint Directors Conference,
was in the chair for this four-day event. Dealing with a range
of important matters that affect the international minting
community,  papers were presented by experts on technical,
production, marketing and  design matters.

Thirty-six mints were  represented at the Conference. One of
the papers was given jointly by a CSIRO and a Mint
representative on the technical aspects of last year’s ‘Finale”
hologram coin. It aroused considerable interest from a number
of other mints.

The conference was opened by the Japanese Finance Minister Mr M  Shiokawa.

COIN OF THE YEAR AWARDS

As advised in an earlier edition of Mint Issue, the Mint’s two designers each
won an international award for coins that they had designed.
Vladimir Gottwald won his award for the ‘Best circulating coin’ for the Royal
Visit coin (dated 2000). Wojciech Pietranik won his award for the ‘Most
inspirational coin’ being the Paralympic $5 coin of the athlete in a wheelchair,
also dated 2000. The awards were presented by Mr Clifford Mishler, Chairman
of Krause Publications of the USA at the recent
Mint Directors Conference.

Graeme Moffatt
addressing the formal

opening session

Mint designers
displaying their awards



            MAKING MONEY
 The story of the Royal Australian Mint.

        This informative 32 page book with many beautiful
        pictures of the Mint, tells the story of the establishment
      of our National Mint with detailed information on how coins
      are produced as well as a brief history about some of
     Australia’s interesting coins. Its an excellent gift for a collector
or  someone, young or old, showing an interest in our coins. It’s

                                            also a very well priced gift for yourself!

AUSTRALIAN COINS AND BANKNOTES - 9TH EDITION

This definitive pocketbook is an essential item for anyone with an interest in coins.
Retailing at only $19.95 (plus P&H), the book covers coins issued right up to 2001 and
highlights the Royal Australian Mint’s Centenary of Federation collector and circulating
coin issues.

LAUNCH OF THE COMMONWEALTH GAMES COINS

The Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasurer, Senator Ian Campbell, launched these
coins at the Australian Institute of Sport in Canberra. Together with Senator Campbell
was Perry Crosswhite CEO of the Australian Commonwealth Games Association and Mark
Peters, CEO of the Australian Sports Commission.

       Other guests were athletes Nathan Deaks and
       Sarah Ryan, who spoke at the function, and 5
       athletes who carried the coin decals into the
       function to reveal the designs to the public;
       Rebecca Strachan (Netball),  Justin Ng
       (Gymnastics), Daniel Geale (Boxing)Greg Eadie
       (Boxing) and Nicole Boegman (Long  Jump).



The 2002 Subscription coin – The
Melbourne Mint

The mintage of this coin has been closed at 13,328.
All coins were despatched to our collectors in May.

Thank You

A recent customer service questionnaire was sent
out to a number of our collectors. We would like to
thank those that returned the questionnaire (and
apologise for the absence of a reply paid envelope).
Your input will help us improve our service to you.

Coin Shows

The Mint will attend the ANDA coin show in
Sydney on the 9-11 August and the show in
Melbourne on the 25- 27 October.

Release schedule balance of 2002

September

• Adelaide Pound commemorative collector coin
• 2002 ‘Finale’ Year of the Outback hologram coin

November

The release of the first of the 2003 dated
collector coins: Year Set, Baby Set and Silver
Kangaroo coins.

Contact details:
Tel: 1300 652 020 (cost of local call Australia-wide)

International Tel: +61 2 6202 6800
Fax: +61 2 6202 6953

Mail: Royal Australian Mint,
Private Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604, Australia

Website and E-shop: www.ramint.gov.au


